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Irány Las Vegas! Atlassian Summit 2019 élménybeszámoló
Tibor Hegyi posted on May 15, 2019
A 2018 Villámelőadás verseny jutalma egy Las Vegasi út volt az Atlassian Summitra, amit Nagy Géza nyert el a National
Instruments-től. Géza élménybeszámolójából átérezheted az egész rendezvény hangulatát és hogy miért is érdemes repcsire
ülni: Röpke 12 óra repülés és 6 óra autózás után megérkeztünk hétfő este a hotel Excalibur-ba, ami a külseje alapján egy
középkor kastélyra emlékeztetett. Bár gyorsan csak „rágugliztunk” hogy hova kell érkeznünk,…
A vision come true - Ultimate Permission Manager makes Confluence even better
Daniel posted on May 03, 2019
The original idea of Ultimate Permission Manager stemmed from a consultancy project. One of our customers was anxious
about the information potentially leaking, as they weren't sure who could view a rather sensitive Confluence page. This quickly
made us realize the importance of permission transparency, in a time when there weren't any all-round solutions for this.
During the creation of a custom macro and a private add-on,…

Comprehensive Management of JIRA Issues with Email This Issue and Smart Attachments
Gáspár Attila posted on Jun 08, 2017
This is a guest post from StiltSoft https://stiltsoft.com/ company, a small team of Atlassian Experts and avid fans of JIRA and
Confluence from Belarus. StiltSoft is the Atlassian Verified Vendor that develops Smart Attachments for JIRA, Table Filter for
Confluence, Awesome Graphs for Bitbucket and other add-ons. This blog post will highlight the capabilities for organizing the
tasks and attachments in Atlassian JIRA with the minimal investments and maximal efficiency.…

Atlassian: It's Like Playing with LEGO
Gáspár Attila posted on Apr 25, 2017
The Box is Good It's like playing with LEGO. All you have to do is find the right piece and put it in the right place. It's pretty
easy to build your first project, but it can get tricky when your teammates get excited about it and come up with tons of new
ideas how to make it better and better. To Use the Box: Stay Inside As Consultants, we prefer staying in the box. The reason
why we're superfast is not that we eat and train like Usain Bolt.…

Integration opportunities - The real power of Atlassian
Gáspár Attila posted on May 09, 2016
One of the most important benefits of the Atlassian ecosystem is the power of integration opportunities. The difference
between using one or two Atlassian applications is not merely the additional functionality you gain form the the second one but
also the new dimensions deriving from the synergy. This post demonstrates the power of integration and explores how
Atlassian products can be connected with HipChat making it the central source of notifications and a platform of team
collaboration.…
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JIRA Migration Stories: Migrate projects to live instances
Tibor Hegyi posted on Mar 14, 2016
This article is part of our migration stories: a series of blog posts we are publishing here from time to time inspired by our
projects we fulfill for our customers. One of our customers (a huge European logistics company's Hungarian headquarter) has
offices throughout Europe. However they wanted to federate their multiple JIRA instances into a single one. As part of this
huge project,…
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Do you migrate to Atlassian? – Redmine to JIRA migration
Gáspár Attila posted on Feb 25, 2016
"Do you migrate to Atlassian?" is a series of articles focusing on a typical customer project: migrating data and business logic
from any kind of 3rd party solutions into the Atlassian ecosystem. The reasons and the source systems can be various that is
why we try to collect as many real customer stories as possible. Stay tuned, maybe once a day during a migration project you
will have a much easier and happier day thanks to tips&tricks we share here.…
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Do you really know Confluence Permissions? - How to prevent information leak?
Gáspár Attila posted on Feb 15, 2016
Atlassian has acquired the Ultimate Permissions Manager app. For more details, please see the Atlassian blog post http://www.
atlassian.com/blog/confluence/ultimate-permissions-manager and META-INF blog post https://www.meta-inf.hu/en/2019/05
/03/A+vision+come+true+-+Ultimate+Permission+Manager+makes+Confluence+even+better Effective May 3, 2019, this app
has been removed from the Marketplace and is no longer available for purchase or maintenance renewal.…
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Death of a dinosaur: upgrading a Confluence 2.9 instance
Tibor Hegyi posted on Feb 08, 2016
A customer of ours (Morphologic Localisation Ltd http://www.morphologic-localisation.eu/), for whom we developed a JIRA
addon many years ago to integrate JIRA with their legacy systems, has recently contacted us to help them upgrade their
Confluence instance to the latest version. The first question that everyone would have asked was what version of Confluence
they had. The answer was quite shocking: Confluence 2.9. we got excited and afraid at the same time.…
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We are Atlassian Verified Vendor - Learn what benefits it comes with
Gáspár Attila posted on Jan 21, 2016
We are happy and proud to announce that Atlassian has qualified us as Verified Vendor! We are the only one in Hungary as of
now! "Ok, congrats!" - you could say - "But what's in it for me?" More than you could imagine! Let me sum up the criteria
Atlassian requires all vendors to meet to become Atlassian Verified and how we meet them. atlassian_verified_badge.
png Paid via Atlassian add-ons are installed in at least 500 active instances This is a tough requirement hard to meet.…
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Do you really know Confluence Permissions? - The power of Page Add
Gáspár Attila posted on Jan 12, 2016

Atlassian has acquired the Ultimate Permissions Manager app. For more details, please see the Atlassian blog post http://www.
atlassian.com/blog/confluence/ultimate-permissions-manager and META-INF blog post https://www.meta-inf.hu/en/2019/05
/03/A+vision+come+true+-+Ultimate+Permission+Manager+makes+Confluence+even+better Effective May 3, 2019, this app
has been removed from the Marketplace and is no longer available for purchase or maintenance renewal.…
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Atlassian will never release JIRA any more
Gáspár Attila posted on Jan 11, 2016
Don’t worry, it’s not so terrifying news as you think! Publishing JIRA7 maybe the biggest change in the history of the product.
Atlassian announced to separate JIRA into 3 different products targetting different types of teams JIRA Core, for business
teams JIRA Software, for agile teams JIRA Service Desk, for support teams FAQ We collected some useful information to help
you understand the significant changes and benefits that JIRA's new variations bring to all customers.…
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Atlassian Expert Blog - Here we (re)start!
Gáspár Attila posted on Jan 01, 2016
We are Atlassian Experts in Hungary since 2007. We believe in the uniqueness of Atlassian and the Atlassian Ecosystem. This
makes us passionate about what we do every day. With our many years of experience, we help companies work more
efficiently, improve their processes and unleash their corporate potential with the best suite of tools available. Additionally to
our services, we build very popular,…
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